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LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES

It will be recalled that a resolution of the XVIIth International
Conference of the Red Cross (Stockholm, 1948) recommended that
National Societies, as well as the ICRC and the League, " include in
their activities, should the necessity arise, legal and social assistance to
stateless persons, refugees and war victims ". This led to results, as a
number of National Societies have set up legal assistance departments
and both the League and the ICRC have given aid to refugees in various
countries. It should be added that the ICRC has given support to the
efforts of several nongovernmental organizations and, with regard to
legal assistance in particular, it has encouraged and facilitated the
establishment in Geneva of the International Centre for Co-ordination
of Legal Assistance (ICCLA).

Mr. Michel Potulicki, representing the ICCLA, submitted to the
Congress of the International Association for the Study of the World
Refugee Problem (A WR), held at Horgen-Zurich from September 3 to
7, 1968, a report in which he summarized the present situation and
of which we give some extracts. It should moreover be recalled that the
International Review in a previous issue published an abridged version
of the study the same author made of legal assistance to refugees, state-
less persons and immigrants.1

A very large category of immigrants has need of legal assistance.
This has the great advantage of speeding up permanent solutions
by integration, emigration or even the voluntary repatriation of the
persons concerned. I would like to draw your attention to this role
or rather to the organization of work in this sphere. The voluntary
agencies sometimes, but very rarely, possess suitably qualified per-

1 See International Review of the Red Cross, July 1965.
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sonnel enabling them to give legal advice to those concerned, the
task of pleading before the courts evidently devolving on members
of the bar. These, it should be said in passing, are not often versed
in the intricacies of private international law. What then can be
done?

On this point, one could first of all suggest that such private
agencies ensure as far as possible the engagement of members with
some legal training amongst their personnel, that is to say those
familiar with the legislation of the country involved. This would
obviate the agencies being obliged to resort to lawyers who gener-
ally show little enthusiasm for this type of matter and who moreover
demand remuneration. In this way, advice and counsel given or
interventions made with the country's administration could be
carried out even for small fees which would always be lower than
those of lawyers, thus benefitting both client and agency alike.

There is, however, another method which the ICCLA is attempt-
ing to promote, which is to set up small legal reception centres in
towns where there are many refugees and immigrants of various
nationalities. This can be done on the exchange of views between
the agencies concerned on the spot and the local bar association.
This, however, above all presupposes close co-operation between the
agencies themselves. The advantage of such co-operation would be
that these categories of persons would at least have an address to
which they could direct themselves.

The following case is an illustration of my line of thought. About
two years ago I raised this question with a specialist on Latin Ame-
rica. His reply was that, in this connection, some twenty refugees
only, for the whole of Latin America, had resorted over the past
year to the Central Fund which the United Nations High Commis-
sion for Refugees possesses for legal assistance, and that consequently
he did not consider the matter to be of much practical importance.
But what was the real position ? Merely that of the tens of thousands
of refugees living in that part of the world, the overwhelming
majority was entirely unaware of the fact that there existed possibil-
ities of such sort of assistance. The Centre therefore tries above all
to encourage closer co-operation between private agencies operating
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on the spot in the countries of asylum and also with these and the
bar associations of those countries, so that they jointly set up a
practical system enabling those concerned to resort to legal and
juridical assistance in the very numerous different kinds of cases
which may arise. The Centre is also trying to promote interest in
the above question by national branches of the large lawyers' inter-
national associations, such as the International Association of
Lawyers (UIA) and the International Bar Association (IBA). They
are in touch with these efforts, of which they approve. However, it
is not on them upon which success depends, but rather on the local
bar associations who are their national correspondents.

To sum up, the following are the conclusions resulting from this
account. In the first place, private organizations, having practical
experience of the problems of legal assistance, must make greater
efforts to co-operate in this sphere not only on the central level, but
also in the regions and on a national scale. The central operational
voluntary organizations can only deal with this question in an
overall manner since they concern themselves daily with matters of
general direction, fund-raising, urgent situations, the organizing of
congresses and conferences, participation in the work of intergo-
vernmental organizations, etc... It is only on the spot that initiatives
can be taken in order to enable these categories of the dispossessed
to benefit concretely from a right which the law grants them textu-
ally. Institutions such as the International-Social Service, National
Red Cross Societies and various religious organizations, to name but
a few not bound by rigid rules, can give the necessary impulse to
a task which still suffers from a large number of gaps.

I would not like to end my report without stressing that the
ICCLA Centre has so far, since its creation in 1958, benefited exclu-
sively from the material support given by the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross and the High Commission for Refugees to
which we are most grateful.

On the conclusion of this report, the Congress of the Association
for the Study of the World Refugee problem at its final plenary session
adopted the following resolution :
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The Congress of AWR,

after having on 5 September 1968, at a meeting of the Juridical
Commission, heard the report made by the representative of
ICCLA (International Centre for Coordination of Legal
Assistance, Geneva)

re-affirming that such assistance is linked with the question of
adequate practice of the right of asylum and the exercice of the
rights of refugees,

expresses the opinion that the non governmental organisations
should, in the framework of their activities, give the greatest
possible attention to the problems of legal assistance, and

draws attention to the need for coordination of the work perform-
ed in this realm by the voluntary agencies, as well as for an
effective cooperation with the members of the Bar.
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